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Dear animal lovers 

For 8 months the dying, wounding, torture, expulsion, starvation, thirst, etc. continues in Ukraine. To this day, 
no one has been able to end this terrible war, or these crimes against nature, wildlife, domestic and street 
animals, farm animals and humans. But where barbarians kill cruelly, the opposite side is also with the 
victims, with life-sustaining, caring and healing measures.  In Donetsk / Ukraine, where Animal Life has been 
providing financial aid for 9 years alongside the volunteers for street ERMQEPW� and pets, we will continue 
to provide support for animals that are brutally and terribly hard affected by this war for many 
years to come. Enclosed we send you current news, letters of thanks and many photos of healed 
animals in Donetsk / Ukraine. 

Stunning before slaughter and animal welfare in Lebanon 

Due to the ongoing economic crisis, more and more people are slipping into poverty, which means that�pet 
owners can no longer feed their charges. The animals are then handed over to our Animal Life team so that�
new places to live are sought, to animal lovers who have enough financial resources to feed the animals well. 
Every day, Dr. Jaouhari and the activists of Animal Life Lebanon save the lives of dozens of animals and give 
them a better quality of life.
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As an expert, Mr. Jaouhari supervises and promotes our long-term stunning project, which saves THOUSANDS of 
animals from agony because they are stunned with our devices before slaughter. It is an absolute stroke of 
luck, both for animals and for us, that Animal Life 25 years ago QIX�Dr. med. Vet. Jaouhari and her family in 
Lebanon. In the 25 years that we have been fighting together for the protection and welfare of JE VQ�
animals, domestic and street animals and birds of all species, we have raised awareness of animal wel�
fare among a significant part of the Lebanese population. And stunning before slaughtering animals means 
cultural progress and active animal welfare, especially in the Christian parts of the country. 
We kindly ask you for further support for our stunning project, and that pets and stray animals can also be 
cared for in the future. 

See work report by Dr. med. Vet. Jaouhari �����- ��������May 2022 - October 2022 

Help for street animals and castration project in Varna / Bulgaria 

Our loyal, dedicated Penka, after recovering well from her accident, is back on animal welfare tours in the center 
of Varna as well as in more distant parts of the city. Not a single emergencMIW escapes her watchful eyes. Es-
pecially for Varna's cats, our animal rights activist is on the road again well into the night to feed the sometim�
es shy "Büsi" and to check their condition

.

  

Due to the years of castration campaigns in Varna and the surrounding area, the number of stray dogs 

has been reduced so significantly that only a few, individual dogs run around. 

%ll animal lovers 

Zurich, November 2022 
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The manageable number of stray dogs are well cared for by animal rights activists, fed and are of course 
neutered. We stay at the side of Varna's cats and dogs so that the animals enjoy a good quality of life. 
We sincerely hope, dear animal lovers, that Animal Life will be able to receive your support for Varna's 
dogs and cats again. Thank you very much!  

See report: Help for street animals and castration project in Varna / Bulgaria -  November 2022 

Because animal suffering has no borders, we supported from November 2021 to May 2022 again some 
sanctuaries, animal  shelters and animal rescue actions. For your information, we have again enclosed some 
letters of thanks from animal shelters and sanctuaries. On the thank-you letters you can see photos of dogs 
and cats that were neutered, operated, treated, treated with medication with donations from Animal Life, and 
of course provided with good quality food until they enjoy a good quality of life again. 
In some cases, we also paid transport costs so that dogs and cats could leave Romanian death camps, to fos-
ter homes or to animal shelters in Germany. 

List of animal shelters supported by Animal Life Switzerland from November 2021 to November 2022: 

Quarantine station for dogs & cats in Donetsk City - Donetsk / Ukraine - Olena Goldyshchuk 
Save a Dog Romania - Animal shelter in Bucharest - Bucharest / Romania - Kirsten Rasmussen Frangogiannis 
Rescue center for street cats - Lipova / Romania - Mariana Angela Tutelea - Romania 
TIERSCHUTZ DIREKT, Daniela Brzobohata - A-1029 Wien - Animal welfare project: Suncica, Street animals Ser-
bian 
LiebeKuhLiebe - Sanctuary for cows - Bondelum / Germany - Founder Laura Sardina - Germany 
Animal Rescue Albania - Animal shelter for street animals in Tirana, founder Arlinda Gjata - Tirana / Albania   
Tom and Jerry Association - Animal shelter in Cluj-Napoca - Cluj-Napoca / Romania - Radu Termure - Romania 
The Last Seventh Life - Shelter in Abakan - Abakan / Siberia - Svetlana Konovalova (Founder) 

The stunning of JEVQ� ERMQEPW before slaughter and animal welfare in general in Lebanon, as well as 
assistance to Varna's streetcats and� �dogs, are a priority because these two animal welfare projects 
were initiated by Animal Life and were raised, cared for and financed from the ground up. Every animal 
lover knows how much strength, commitment and perseverance all people involved in these projects 
had to muster, and still have today, so that thousands of animals enjoy a better quality of life, and 
TENS 3*�8,397%2(7  of animals in Lebanon can die PAINLESSLY.

If our financial situation allows, we help poor animals or animal shelters out of need in addition to our 
own Animal Life projects. 

We kindly ask you for donations for our stunning project in Lebanon, for helping the street cats and dogs 
in Varna / Bulgaria, and that we can financially support as many poor animal shelters and rescue centers as 
possible. 

We wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, with best health and best regards. 
Animal Life Switzerland 

Dora Hardegger 

PS: We continue to do our animal welfare work on a voluntary basis. We also print the Animal Life news 
�Mn order to save costs, and so that every donation can be used for animals in need. 


